AUSTEN

WHO ARE WE?

Austen House consists of two forms per year, with each form having their own tutor. Here’s a list of our forms and their tutors:

7AC – Miss Crowder
7AS – Mr Sutcliff
8AA – Mrs Ashton
8AB – Mrs Baker
9AB – Miss Barlow
9AV – Mrs Starkey
10AD – Mrs Mullin
10AM – Mr McGuirk
11AB – Mr Bryan
11AR – Mr Rose

Jane Austen (1775-1817) is still one of the most popular female authors today; nearly 200 years after her death. Jane wrote several novels, these include “Pride and Prejudice” “Emma” and “Northanger Abbey”. She wrote at a time when female writers were very rare, helping pave the way for future writers.

OUR CHARITY

Child Bereavement UK. This charity supports families when a child of any age dies or is dying, or when a child themself is facing bereavement.